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ON THE THEORY OF MULTIVALENT FUNCTIONS

By
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I would like to dedicate this paper to the late Professor Shigeo OzakI,

1. Introduction.

Let A(/>) be the class of functions of the form

(1)
M = p

(ap^0; />eJV= {1,2, 3,-0

which are regular in ＼z＼<1.

A function f(z) in A(p) is said to be p-valently starlikeiff

Re^g^>0 (|*|<l).

We denote by S(p) the subclass of A(p) consisting of functions which are

p-valently starlike in |s:|<l.

Further, a function f(z) in A(p) is said to be p-valently convex iff

l + Re^£gp->0 (|*|<l)

Also we denote by C(/>) the subclass of A(_p) consisting of all p-valently convex

functions in |z|<l.

2. Preliminaries.

At first,we prove the following lemma by using the method of Ozaki [10].

Lemma 1. Let f{z)^A{p) and

(2) in M<1

where K is a real bounded constant, then we have

/(*)=£0 in 0<|z|<l.

PROOF. Suppose that f(z) has a zero of order n (w^l) at a point a that

satisfies0<|a|<l. Then f(z) can be written as f(z) ―(z―(x~)ng(z),g(a)^O and
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it follows that
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*/'(*)

/(*)

By a brief calculation,we have

nz + zg'tjz)

z-a g(z)

lis(,_a)^£l = liin(M2+(,_a)^2l)

which result contradicts(2), because (2) shows that zf'(z~)/f(z) has no pole in

0<|z|<l. Therefore/(;>:) can not have any zero in 0<|z|<l.

Applying the same method as the proof of Lemma 1, we have the following

LEMMA 2. Let f(z)<EA(p) and

i 4-Re zf"(z^ ^K
/'CO

in |z|<l,

where K is a real bounded constant,then

f'(z)*O in 0<|≪|<l.

We owe thislemma to Ozaki [10] and we owe thefollowinglemma to Ozaki

no, in.

LEMMA 3. Let the function f(z) defined by (1) be in the class A(p) and

/<≫0O=£0/or k = 0,l,2,-,p on ＼z＼= l.

Then we have

f
＼d arg d)f(z)＼^＼ ＼d arg d^f{z)＼

for /=0,1, 2, ･･･,/>―1, or, by a modification of the above inequalities,

Jo J+ fVHz) "Jo
/ll|Px^+2)^ dd

for /=0,1,2, ･･･,p―l, where z = eie and 0^0^2n:.

LEMMA 4. Let f(z) be regular in |z|^l and f'(z)=£O on ＼z＼= l

If the next relation

rii+Re^§ih<2^+i>

holds, then f(z) is at most p-valent in ＼z＼^l.

We owe thislemma to Umezawa [15, 17]
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LEMMA 5. If F(z) and G(z) are regular in ＼z＼<l,F(0)=G(0)=0, G(z)

maps |jz|<1onto a many-sheeted region which is starlikewith respect to the

origin,and Re(F'(^)/G'(z))>0 in |*|<l, then

Re(F(z)/G(z))>0 in ＼z＼<l.

We owe the above lemma to Sakaguchi [12] and Libera [4, Lemma 1],

Applying the same method as the proof of [4, Lemma 2], we can prove the

followinglemma.

Lemma 6. Let /(z)e5(*). Then

or

F(z)=＼'oftf)dteS(p + l)

PROOF. Put D(z)=zF'(z)=zf(z) and N(z)=F(z), then D(z) Is (p + 1)-

valently starlikewith respect to the origin, since

Re-^gI = l + Re^gI>l>0 in [*|<l.

By an easy calculation, we can have

Re-^g=l + Re^£gl>0 in W<1.

Therefore we have

Re^g>0 in |*|<l.

Applying Lemma 5, we have

Re$f>° in I'K1

or

This shows that

Rew>0 in W<L

Re-5^_>0 in |*[<1.

This complets our proof.

LEMMA 7. Iff(z)^S(ip), then f(z) is p-valent in ＼z＼<＼.
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PROOF. From the definitionof S(p) and Lemma 1, we have

/(z)*0 in 0<|*|<l.

Therefore,wp have

Jo
= 2p7V

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l.

This shows that f(z) is p-valent in |z|<l [1, p. 212].

From the definitionof C(p), Lemma 2 and [1, p. 211], we have the following

lemma.

LEMMA 8. ///(z)gC(|>), then f(z) is p-valent in ＼z＼<l.

REMARK 1. Let f(z)^A(py Then we can easily confirm that f(z) is p

valently convex if and only if zf'(z) is p-valently starlike.

LEMMA 9. Let f(z)^A(p~) and suppose there exists a positiveinteger j for

ivh.ic.h.

where l^Lj^p.

Then we have

j + i^e , >u

PROOF. For the case p = l, from [5, 14]

Therefor we assume p^2. Put

(3)

£(*) =

in ＼z＼<1

in ＼z＼<l

it is clear.

= zp-j+l-＼

Then we have

From Lemma 2, we have

g*(z) = ^o

in k|<l.

in 0<|z|<l

On the other hand, if f-i 1:>(z)has such a zero as z―ocof multiplicityZ(/^l)

in 0<|z|<l, then we can choose p such that 0<|a|<jO<l and so

/U--i>(z)^0 on ＼z＼=p,
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because if this reasoning is impossible, then from elementary analytic function

theory (for emample [2, Theorem 8.1.3, p. 198], we have

/O--i>(z)=0 in |a|<|z|<l,

which contradicts

f-j~^(z)^constant.

Applying the principle of the argument, Lemma 3, (3) and the assumption

of Lemma 9, we have the following inequalities:

^

r＼daxgdffCz)＼

r

Jo
/|Rc*/(^(z) dd

(^^V
= 2pTZ

where z=peie and 0^^^2?r.

But this result contradicts 2pn<2n:(/> + /).

This shows that /^-i>(z)^0 in 0<|z|<l(/c^-1)(5:) has a zero z=0 oi order

Therefore we have

2^:>1 + Re≪|>>

; 1 I Px zf^V> dd

= 2pTZ

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l, z=reie and 0^6^2tt.

This shows

(4) i 1 1 Re z-fCp^ -0 in k|<l.

But if there is a point z0 satisfying |zo|<l and

j itM,(J.1)W u,
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then we can choose a point z in some neighborhood of zq in |z|<l such that

'-1+Re7^&<a

This contradicts(4). Therefore we have

j-l + Re^g) >0 in W<1.

3. Statement of results.

THEOREM 1. Let f(z)^A(p) and suppose

(5) ?+Re^g£)>0 in W<1.

Then f(z) is p-valentin |z|<l and

k + Rezf^^>0 in ＼z＼<l

for j&= 0,1,2,―,/>-1.

This shows thatf(z)^C(p) and f(z)^S(p).

PROOF. From Lemma 9 and (5), we easilyhave

^+ ^Zfa^Zl>° in W<1

for£= 0,1,2,-,p-l.

This shows that/(z) is p-valentin lz|<l, /(z)gC(/≫) and f(z)^S(p).

Theorem 2. Let f(z)e.A(p) and

P+Ke /<*>(*) > 2 in |z|<l.

Then f(z) is p-valent in ＼z＼<l.

PROOF. For the case p = l, this is due to Umezawa [15, 17]

If we put

then we have

*(*)= =z+-, p^2,

1+Re^r^>^-P in I^K1

From Lemma 2, we have
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fW(z)=p(p-l)-3-2-apg'(z)*0 in |*|<1.

On the other hand, if flp~lj(z)has a zero z = a of multiplicity /(/^l) in

0<|jz;|<1, then we can choose r satisfying 0<|a|<r<l such that

/cP-i)(^)^0 on ＼z＼=r,

because if this supposition is impossible, then from elementary analytic function

theory (for example [2, Theorem 8.1.3,p. 198]), we have

y(p-i>(2)=0 in |or|<|z|<l.

This contradicts

ftp-u(z) ^constant in |a|<|2|<l.

Applying the principle of the argument and Lemma 3, we have the following

inequalities:

(6) 2<P+l)^-{p-l + Re^$T)de

-I

=

s

,-l + R^gqg>|*

＼=r

|≪|=r

-rJo

-V*
~3o

|rfarg^-V(*)|

＼daigdPf(z)＼

p+Re^^M dd

1 zf^＼z) 1
^^ 2

+
/c^(z) 2

dO

dd + ic

-Sr('4+*3S^K≪

where z=rei9 and 0^#^2tt.

But this result contradicts 2n(p + l)£27i:(/>+ /). Thus it is not possible for

/<*-≫(*) to vanish in 0<|z|<l.

From (6) we have

(7) rk-^fogrh

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l

＼
＼dargdP-1f(z-)＼<27:Cp + l)

J ＼Z=7"

, and z=reie
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Repeating the same method as the above, we have /(J)~2)(z),fCp~3＼z), ･･･,

f"(z),f'(z) that do not vanish in 0<|2:|<l and for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l,

(8) ＼

^
Jdargdf(z)＼

= [*' 1 +Re *£*/*) dO<2n(p + Y).
Jo / (z)

From Lemma 4, (8) shows that/(z) is p-valent in |z|<l.

This is a generalization of the theorem in [11, 15].

Applying the same method as the proof of Theorem 2 and Lemma 4, we

have the following theorems.

Theorem 3. Let /(z)gA(*) and suppose

i:>+Re≪^<2*(/, + 1)

for an arbitary r, 0<r<l, and z=reie.

Then f(z) is p-valent in |;z|<l.

This is a generalization of [10, 15, 16, 17].

Theorem 4. Let /(z)sA(/>) and

r i + Re^^M dOKAn

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l, and z = reie.

Then f(z) is p-valentin |z|<l.

Theorem 5. Let f(z)<=A(p) and suppose

Then we have

Rc */">(*)

in |z|<l.

in |2;|<1

or

for £= 1,2,3, ･･･,p.

PROOF. For the case p―1, the theorem is trivial,so we assume p^2.

Put

*(*)= z+
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or

Then we have
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Re *<*> -X≫£*<?＼ >0 in ＼z＼<l.

This shows that g(z) is univalently starlikein |z|<l.

An application of Lemma 6 shows that

Jo p(p ―l)---d-Z-ap

in |z|<l.

Applying the same method as the above over again, we have

Re */<*>(*) >0 in ＼z＼<l.
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for k = l, 2,3,･･･,p. This completes our proof.

THEOREM 6. Let f(z)^A(p) and if there exists a positive integer q(l^

qt^P) that satisfies

r Rei&rk *s2≫^+i-9)

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l, and z = reie,then we have

Rc */"'(*) >0 in ＼z＼<l

or

for £= 1,2,3, -,q.

PROOF. From the principle of the argument and the assumption, we have

2n{p-Vl-q)^＼ye^g^-dd

Jo
^f(X% ＼dO<2,Cp + l-q)

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l, and z = rei9

Therefore we must have
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Re zf≪Kz) >Q

method as the p:

Rc */*'(*) >Q
Ke/ce-D(2) >u

Applying the same method as the proof of Theorem 1, we can show

Re4fi^>0 in W<1

or

/(≪-≫(2)e5(/>+ 1-?).

Integratingf(q~1:>(z),then from Lemma 6, we have

f^-2＼z)^S(p + 2-g).

Repeating the same method as the above, we can complete the proof of

Theorem 6.

Applying the same method as the proof of Theorem 1 and 2, we can easily

Drove

THEOREM 7. Suppose /(z)£C(/>). Then we have f(z)<=S(p).

REMARK 2. For the case p = l, C(p) and S{p) are the subclassesof classical

univalent functions which are convex and starlikerespectively, and ≫S(1)dC(1).

It is worth noting that for p^2, then S(p)^)C(p'), if f(z) is not normalized

such that f(z)= ^anzn, (ap^0).
n―p

A. W. Goodman noticed Remark 2 [1, P. 2121

THEOREM 8. Let f(z)^.A(p~) and if there existsa Qp―k + l)-valentstarlike

function g(z)= S bnzn, (£p_&+i^0) that satisfies

(9)
g(*) >0 |Z|<1'

then f(z) is p-valent in |z|<l

PROOF. For the case ^>= 1, it is well-known in [3]. So we assume p^2.

If we put g(z)=z<p'(z), then from Remark 1, <p(z)is a (p―£+ l)-valently

convex function. From Theorem 7, (p(z) is (/>―£+ l)-valently starlikein [z|<l

and from (9) we can have

Re-£^f>0 in H<1.

Applying Lemma 5 repeatedly, we have

Re=g4>0 in H<1
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where 0<*"2>(2) = ?>(*)> 0(O)=0'(O)=0"(O) = - = 0<*-2>(O)=O.

Then from Lemma 6, <p(z)is a (p ―l)-valently starlikefunction.

On the other hand, if we put G(z)=z4>(z), then we have

p zG'(z) __ d arg G(z) _ d arg z$(z)
G(z) dd dd

)<r<l, ^ = r^is and 0^^^2?r, and furtt

＼2＼e^^dd^(i+A^^L)de
Jo Cr(z) Jo ＼ au I

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l, z = reie and 0<^#^2tt, and furthermore we have

It shows that G(z) is />-valentlystarlikein |z|<l.

Therefore we have

Re^}-Re4^f >°
0(z) G(s)

in |z|<l
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where G(z) is a />-valentlystarlikefunction.

From [6, 18], f(z) is p-valent in |z|<l. This completes our proof.

Let f(z)G=A(p) and let a be a real number. Then f(z) is said to be p-

valently a-convex in ]^]<1 iff

(10) R^-≪)f^+<l+-^)]>°

holds in |≪|<1.

This is a generalization of a-convex functions [7, 8, 9].

THEOREM 9. Let f(z) defined by (1) be p-valently a-convex in ＼z|< 1 and

let (a ―1) not be a positive integer.

Then we have that f(z) is p-valent in ＼z<1 and

Re zf°*^ >0 in |z|<l

for £= 1,2,3,･･･,p.

PROOF. For the case a = l, from the assumption we have

(11)

If we put

11 Px */(p+1)O) >o

*(*)=

in ＼z＼<l.

= z + ―
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then from (11) we have

g CO

and so g(z)<=C(Y).

in |z|<l

By Marx-Strohhacker'stheorem [5, 14], we have

Rc zg'(*) _Rc zf^＼z)

Then, from Theorem 5, we have

>i>° in |z|<l

in |z|<l

for £= 1,2,3,-, p.

Next, we assume that a is not a positiveinteger. Applying the same method

as the proof of [13, Theorem 2] (It is the same idea as the proof of Lemma 1),

we can prove that /^-"(sO^O in 0<|z|<l and fW(z)J=O in 0<|z|<l.

Because, if f<p~i:>(z)has a zero of order n (w^l) at a point /3such that 0<|/3|<

1, then fCp~i:>(z)may be put

Then by an easy calculation, we can have

= /3(n-a)^0

But thisis a contradiction to (10), because

^ a) /cp-≫(z)+a＼i+ /<p>(2) ;

has no zero in |z|<l. Therefore fCp i:>(z}can not have any zero in 0<|^|<l.

Then from the assumption (10), /Cp)(z) has no zero in 0<|z|<l either.

Hence we have that /<≫-"(≫ =£0in 0<|z|<l and /(^(^)^0 in 0< |≪|<l.

Therefore, if we put p(.z)=zf(-&(z)lfCp~1:>(z)in (10), then we can obtain

Re[jK*) ~za-^-log/>(*)]> 0

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l and z = rei9.

Applying the same method as the proof of [7], we can have

From Theorem 5, it follows that

in |z|<l.
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-pc ZJ ^Z) >Q
^e f(.k-l*>(£) -^U

in |zl<l

285

for£= 1,2,3,･■･,p.

This completesour proof.

Applying the same method as the proof of [13, Theorem 2] and Theorem 5,

we can prove

Theorem 10. Let f(z)&A(p) and suppose

Then zve have

in |z|<l

in ＼z＼<1.

for £= 1,2,3,―,p.

THEOREM 11. Let f(z)^A(p) and if f(z) satisfiesthe following condition

＼:＼^im- *>**

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l and z = reie,then /'^"(xje^+l-l)

for £= 1,2,3,-,p-l.

PROOF. From the principle of the argument and assumption, we have

(12) 4n<

<

for an arbitrary r, 0<r<l and z = reie.

Applying the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 1 and from (12), we

can have

1 I Px
z^Kz)

>0
f<ix>'1Kz')

in |z|<l.

From the definitionof the class C(p), this shows /(P-2)O)eC(2).

Then from Theorem 7, we have f^-2＼z)^S(2).

Applying Theorem 5, we have

for £= 1,2,3,･･･,p ―1. This completes our proof.

The author is indebted to the referee for helpful comments and suggestions.
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